Web resources are becoming increasingly personalized -two different users clicking on the same link at the same time can see content customized for each individual user. These changes result in multiple representations of a resource that cannot be canonicalized in Web archives. We identify characteristics of this problem by presenting a potential solution to generalize personalized representations in archives. We also present our proof-of-concept prototype that analyzes WARC (Web ARChive) format files, inserts metadata establishing relationships, and provides archive users the ability to navigate on the additional dimension of environment variables in a modified Wayback Machine.
Introduction
Personalized Web resources offer different representations [8] to different users based on the user-agent string and other values in the HTTP request headers, GeoIP, and other environmental factors. This means Web crawlers capturing content for archives may receive representations based on the crawl environment which will differ from the representations returned to the interactive users. In summary, what we archive is increasingly different from what we as interactive users experience.
Web servers often provide lighter-weight representations to mobile browsers and the larger, full-feature representations to desktop browsers. Content viewed from a mobile browser is often different than content viewed from a traditional desktop browser [9, 28] . This allows mobile devices to more easily and more quickly browse the Web. With the increasing prevalence of mobile browsers on the Web (50% -68% of sites have mobile representations [25] ), it is becoming important to capture these mobile representations of resources.
Mobile pages often contain links to additional resources instead of embedded text and often reduce the number of images embedded in the page [9] . For example, the mobile representation of http://espn.go.com/ contains a section on ESPN Videos, while the desktop representation does not. When http://espn.go.com (the "original resource", identified by URI-R), is accessed, it redirects to http://m.espn.go.com, effectively giving two separate but related URI-R values that go into the archive. Subsequently, the URIs of their archived versions ("mementos", identified by URI-M) are indexed separately and the relationships Go! between URI-Rs and URI-Ms is not presented to the user. To quantify the differences, the desktop representation contains 201 links, while the mobile representation contains only 58 links. These link sets are mutually exclusive, with the mobile representation linking to specific resources (such as box-scores and gamecasts) while the desktop representation links to higherlevel resources (such as narratives that include box-scores and may have links to gamecasts). A user may review news articles or other content on a mobile device and be unable to recall the article in an archive. To capture and record the complete set of content at http://espn.go.com, each of these different representations, both mobile and desktop, need to be stored in Web archives.
Heritrix [18] , the Internet Archive's crawler, offers archivists the ability to modify the user-agent string to simulate a variety of browsers during archiving. Heritrix can crawl the mobile Web by setting its user-agent string to a mobile browser. This can potentially lead to multiple representations of the same content being captured. If a desktop and mobile representation of the same resource are captured simultaneously, they will potentially collide in an archive.
As archiving expands into the mobile and other dynamic domains, archives will contain representations generated with a variety of environmental influences. Therefore, it is no longer sufficient to only navigate archives in the temporal dimension; archives must also provide users the opportunity to understand how a representation was crawled and navigate representations by their environmental influences. The factors influencing the representations seen by a crawler or user need to be recorded and presented to the user viewing the captured representation.
In this work, we explore the issue of personalized representations in Web archives, propose a framework to solve this problem, and present a proof-of-concept prototype that integrates personalized representations. We study live resources (identified by URI-Rs) seen by users and proposed methods for mapping archived representations called mementos (identified by URI-Ms) to a canonical representation. This prototype extends the description of mementos from only "when" they were archived (temporal dimension) to "where" and "how" (GeoIP and browser environments). Users can then browse between mementos based on temporal or environmental dimensions.
Personalized, Anonymous Representations
Dynamic and personalized representations of Web 2.0 resources that are generated by technologies such as JavaScript can differ greatly depending on several factors. For example, some sites attempt to provide alternate representations by interpreting the user-agent portion of the HTTP GET headers and use content negotiation to determine which representation to return.
We ran a pair of limited crawls of the cnn.com front page with Heritrix 3.1 and then accessed the mementos captured by Heritrix with a desktop Mac and an Android phone. The first crawl captured the cnn.com front page and specified a desktop version of the Mozilla browser as the user-agent in the header string, as seen in Figure 1 . The resulting Web ARChive (WARC) file [26] is viewed in a local installation of the Wayback Machine [29] and is shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(c) .
The second crawl captured the cnn.com front page and specified an iPhone version of the Mozilla browser as the user-agent string in the header, as seen in Figure 2 Some sites provide local news and weather content depending on the GeoIP of the requester. For example, a user requesting http://www.nbcnews.com/ without an IP (via anonymous browser) will get news and weather from New York, NY with a request for the user to enter a local zip code (Figure 4b ). Alternatively, a user requesting the page from Suffolk, Virginia will receive news and weather from neighboring Portsmouth, Virginia (Figure 4a ). The representations in Figure 4 demonstrate that environment variables do not have an impact limited to the look and feel or stylesheets of a resource. The content in the page (specifically, the local news stories and weather shown in the representations in Figure 4 ) changes depending on the environment, in this case the GeoIP. For this reason, we need to link to the original request, which is not referenced in HTTP response headers.
Related Work
The prevalence of dynamic Web 2.0 content has increased on the Web [19, 22] . Several papers have identified the roles of JavaScript and other Web 2.0 technologies in a social and Web environment that is becoming increasingly unarchivable [4, 6, 15, 23, 35] . The mobile Web is also growing, with mobile devices contributing 18% of all Web traffic. [13] Additionally, the iPhone has a version of the Memento client [30] , which has the potential to highlight the problems identified in this paper.
Several efforts have investigated how to capture dynamic content, although not with archival intent. These efforts, however, contribute greatly to the understanding of how dynamic resources can change on the client. Livshits et al. at Microsoft Research have performed extensive research in the monitoring and capture of client-side JavaScript [10] [11] [12] 16] . Most of this work has targeted debugging and security monitoring. Other works have included the interpretation of client-side state for crawling purposes [1, 5, 14] . Several efforts have focused on monitoring Web 2.0 resources on the client [2, 3, 10, 11, 17, 21] . Other work has studied the capture of dynamic content for search engine optimization or search engine indexing [24] .
Identification Models
It is important to understand the potential methods of identifying a memento that has personalized representations. There are three approaches that we considered: identification in the URI, content negotiation, and modifications to the client.
The first option would modify the URI that identifies an archived version of a resource to include information about the representation using HashBang (#!) URIs [7, 27, 34] . The information in the HashBang portion of the URI will identify the specific representation state, such as a mobile or desktop version. However, this URI does not generalize and does not integrate with existing archives which index resources by URI.
The second option using content negotiation, similar to that done by the Memento Framework's Memento-Datetime [20, [31] [32] [33] would specify a URI-M to access and also specify the environment variables -like user-agent or GeoIP -to use when picking a representation of the resource. However, this shifts the responsibility away from the server, requiring a specialized client.
The third option starts with a post-processing of the content captured by the crawler. The post-processor needs to provide metadata embedded in the memento that specifies the environment variables that went into creating the captured representation. The client that replays the representation needs to specify which representation is being shown to archive users. There are also navigation controls to allow for migration between representations captured with different environment variables, effectively giving the user the ability to navigate mementos based on the environment as well as traditional temporal parameters.
This is the most complex of the options provided, but is also the most extensible and effective. This method also requires the most modification of existing tools, and is likely only effective for a subset of archives until widespread adoption takes place. However, this provides the highest degree of information to be provided to and controlled by the users.
We selected this third option for implementation. We created a script to identify representations of resources that were generated with different environment variables, and modify WARC files to identify these different related representations as personalized representations. Then we modified a local installation of the Wayback Machine to allow for navigation between these personalized representations. The details of these efforts are explained in the remainder of this paper.
During consideration of the impact these changes will have on services, we kept the Memento Framework in mind [32] . We can modify Memento TimeMaps to include the relationships identified by Web archives. This effectively utilizes the services that already consume information from the archives to carry related representations from the archives to the users. We propose a multipart HTTP response that returns multiple related TimeMaps as part of a single request. When a user requests a TimeMap for http://www.example.com/, the archive discovers that there is a mobile representation, http://m.example.com/ of the resource and returns the TimeMap for the original representation and the mobile representation of example.com as a multipart message, with each separate TimeMap being sent as a separate part.
Identifying Personalized Representations
We identified related representations by analyzing the WARC records' metadata and finding URIs that are derivations of one another (such as http://m.example.com/ and http://www.example.com/). We read the WARCs and from the warcinfo record we extracted the user-agent string and IP of the crawler for the WARC file's records. Then, we extracted each URI-R from the response records and wrote the metadata records.
We wrote a post-processor script to discover personalized representations given a directory of WARC files, simulating the analysis of an entire local archive. The script reads the individual WARC records and extracts information about the mementos such as the user-agent used, the crawler settings, and the URN of each record. We then used URI guessing and user-agent analysis [25] to find related WARC records based on the extracted information. A URI such as http://m.example.com/ is treated as a personalized representation of http://example.com/. Similarly, http://www.cnn.com/ when accessed with a mobile browser (and associated user-agent string) is treated as a personalized representation of http://www.cnn.com/ accessed with a desktop browser.
Once we identified the personalized representations of the resources, we created a metadata record for each personalized representation. In the record (shown in Figure 5 ), we used values to identify the user-agent (http-header-useragent), submitting user's (or crawler's) IP address (contributor-ip), the URN of the personalized representation of this resource (hasVersion), and the geographic location of the contributor (geo-location).
WARC/1.0 WARC-Type: metadata WARC- Target The metadata records are inserted into the WARC file containing the personalized representation to identify all other representations of the resource available in the local archive.
The metadata record in Figure 5 identifies the WARC record for the desktop representation of cnn.com -identified by urn:uuid:d338e6e5-6854-329b-adbb-de70a62e11f0 -as a personalized representation of the mobile WARC record of cnn.com -identified by urn:uuid:cc7f75cc-fbaa-352a-8939-7cf5dd7792c7 -via the hasVersion value. It also records the user-agent for the concurrent record and the IP address of the contributor -in this case, the host running the Heritrix crawler -via the contributor-ip value. The geographic location of the IP address is also identified via the geolocation value. In this record, the contributor uses a multicast address that cannot be mapped to a geographic location. This metadata record can be expanded to include additional information about the representation being described through the description value.
A complementing metadata record for the mobile representation of cnn.com identifies a link back to the desktop representation. This creates a bidirectional link for personalized representations so that each personalized representation identifies its counterpart. The examples in this paper have focused on 1-to-1 links between personalized representations (a single desktop and a single mobile representation). However, it is possible to have one-to-n relationships identified in the metadata (multiple desktop representations and multiple mobile representations). This would identify multiple personalized representations for a single resource. The post-processing of WARCs will add time and complexity to the process of ingesting WARCs into a repository. Since records in WARC files are not sorted, our post-processing script uses linear match between two sets of mementos, which runs in O(n 2 ) time. The metadata records that we add only increase the WARC file size by approximately 1 KB per personalized representation. This is a small size increase for WARC files that range from hundreds of MB to two GB.
Recognizing personalized representations
To replay the WARCs and provide a means to experience the relationship that we established between the mobile and desktop captures, we proposed an implementation consisting of a modification of Wayback Machine with an additional user interface element that allows the user to quickly toggle between the representations of the page captured. In this prototype (Figure 6 ), we provide a drop-down menu that displays all versions available for the current URI as established by the metadata record ( Figure 5 ) that we added to the WARC during post-processing. By comparing the various user-agent strings available in combination with the IP of the crawler, we can allow the user to choose which dimension (e.g., GeoIP and user-agent) is most important (only the user-agent dimension is shown) and retain that setting in traversing the available mementos. When a user selects an option in our modified UI, this setting is set in the user's browser as a cookie. This cookie is retrieved and the settings read to get a temporally adjacent memento from the TimeMap for the URI. Whereas replaying the archive is usually limited to the dimensions of what (URI) and when (MementoDatetime), the UI extension adds the additional dimensions of where (GeoIP) and how (user-agent).
Conclusion
Current technologies introduce the opportunity for collisions in Web archives. The granularity of URI-Ms makes differentiating between representations impossible with the current configurations in archives. Temporal data alone is no longer sufficient to describe a memento; environmental variables must also be recorded and presented to the user, allowing the user to navigate between multiple dimensions of a representation. Users can then decide whether browsing on the temporal dimension or the environmental parameters is more suitable for their goals.
We present examples of the representation collision problem as well as a proof-of-concept solution. We use a post-processor to analyze WARCs and insert metadata identifying related representations of mementos. Through a modified Wayback Machine, we allow users to navigate personalized representations of mementos through their environmental parameters as well as on the temporal dimension. Our future work will focus on allowing users to nominate candidates for merging as related personalized representations, effectively providing a tool for crowd-sourcing the problem with personalized representations.
